
Turin Antique Farm Power Show and Tractor Pull
Location : Behind Turin fire station, Will Banks Road, Turin Georgia

Date/Time : Third Saturday in August : Parade line up begins at 09:00 am.  Parade starts at 10:00am. 

General Rules/Regulations
1. Absolutely no alchoholic beverages allowed.
2. No one is to be on the track except current puller and officals.
3. Track officals may disqualify any tractor driver for not pulling in appropriate gear for class (first for stock; second for modified is allowed),  
    non-sportmanship conduct, intoxication, or failing to stop when red flagged.  Any driver so disqualified may not pull any more for the day.
4. Notwithstanding anything in the rules, if track officals believe there is danger to drivers, pullers, and/or spectators, a tractor will not be allowed to pull.
5. Pull officals decisions are final.
6. First, Second and Third place trophies will be awarded in each class.
7. Each weight class will be divided into Stock and Modified classes.  See specifications and procedures below.

Stock Catagory Specifications

1. Only antique farm tractors may pull.  Antique farm                   
 tractors are any model farm tractor being made  
 prior to and including 1965.
2. Tractors must be gasoline, L.P. Gas, tractor fuel or  
 diesel fuel only.  No injected or alcohol fuel  
 allowed.
3. Tractor engines must not run in excess of 10% over  
 factory high RPMs.
4. Tractors must maintain stock appearence, including  
 engine.
5. There are no restrictions on tire width
6. Tires that have been altered by cutting, etc. are not  
 allowed.
7. Add-on weights are allowed.  No weights are to  
 extend past 16” from the face of the front tires.   
 If anything falls off during pull, tractor will be  
 flagged.  Securing weights before pull begins  
 is recommended
8. Dual rear wheels are not allowed.
9. Drawbar should be no higher than 20” and no   
 shorter than 18” from center of rear axle.
10. Tractors must have a removable clevis on drawbar.
11. Tractors must not have differential or drive line  
 alterations.
12. Tractors must not have turbo or super-chargers 
 unless it is factory equipment.
13. Tractors must have working brakes.

Modified Catagory Specifications

1. Only antique farm tractors may pull.  Antique farm                   
 tractors are any model farm tractor being made  
 prior to and including 1965.
2. Tractor must be as near original as possible.
3. Engine modifications allowed.
4. Pulling in second gear allowed.
5. Cut and radial tires allowed.
6. Tractors must be gasoline, L.P. Gas, tractor fuel or  
 diesel fuel only.  No injected or alcohol fuel  
 allowed.
7. Tractors must maintain stock appearence and stock  
 engine block.
8. There are no restrictions on tire width
9. Dual rear wheels are not allowed.
10. Drawbar should be no higher than 20” and no  
 shorter than 18” from center of rear axle.
11. Tractors must not have differential or drive line  
 alterations.
12. Tractors must not have turbo or super-chargers 
 unless it is factory equipment.
13. Tractors must have working brakes.

Operational Procedures

1. Tractors will be allowed to pull a total of three(3)  
 times - If the same tractor pulls more than  
 once in a given weight class, ONLY THE  

FIRST PULL WILL COUNT TOWARDS  
THE COMPETITION.  Any additional pull in  

 said class will be for show.
2. Stock tractors must pull in first gear.  
 Modified tractors may pull in second gear.
3. Drivers must remain seated during the pull and have  
 at least one hand on the steering wheel.
4. Persons under 18 years of age must have a track 
 offical and guardian approval before pulling.
5. Each puller has two(2) attempts to pass the 
 20’ mark.  The pull is counted after passing 
 the 20’ mark.
6. The pull is over when forward motion of sled has  
 stopped, or when the red flag has dropped.
7. The front wheels of the tractor must not leave the  
 ground more than 18” during the pull.  
 Flagman’s decision regarding 18” is final.
8. If the tractor or sled runs out of bounds, the pull will  
 be red flagged and the progress of the sled will 
 be measured at the point of infraction.
9. No reckless driving of tractors will be permitted 
 on or off the track.
10. Drivers may not manually over-ride tractor 
 governors.




